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I’m going to try to explain how awful this is, that I’m used like a “stupid, crosseyed girl foil” for the system’s
strategy in its world-takeover Plan, like outlined in that book of Revelation but much more than that also. All the
bad aspects I can’t fit into a file or a day of typing-attempt. If I could get some into one file it would be “too
controversial” for the front page here so when I feel like I have to “save” this file so I don’t lose the typing I’ve done
so far I’ll also transfer it to a new file started under the WARNING heading on the navigation bar here. I’ve never
had any responsibly-behaving adult allowed around me and there aren’t any right now and I have to try to explain
that those “Jomon culture” people were for intents and purposes as insane, etc., all the big subject of toward this
TPE. I have to go look them up to see what the search-engine says about them and then get into the “T’ang to
Sung” dynasties feeling that I have that between those is when they and the Autists had met up, that segue there
from angry to singing is when the Autists had chanced upon the Jomon and the Jomon cheered them up but the
groups have become like a world-takeover Consortium against the “normal Earthlings” is I believe our situation
and then from there it goes into all the “ultra-orthodox” religions that the Consortium strategy-invented. Right
now it seems that that’s where then the later the “Ainu” culture actually comes in, the offsprung later cultures, a
different situation for purposes of trying to disentangle all this. I feel I have to try to make this “day of Warning”
because whatever’s invisibly-unprovably lifetime-torturing me for toward their Armageddon goes “ape-s***” if I
get any “l’argent” and today I was supposed to try to go get a bank account for this ssfund which would also entail
me getting about twenty dollars in cash for some spending money and these things are like hounds all over any of
that so I have to take a day for trying to “reality-check” this horror-run that they’re doing all over me, like leashed
monster-dogs “chomping at the bit” to be set loose to all over and off of me as soon as I walk out that door and
that’s not to mention that there’s also the location of the place and its significance to all of this double-situation of
my personal business with this personal blogsite and the system’s abuse of me as its Armageddon-foil strategy and
that’s use of this blogsite behind my back and under my feet, etc. I’m like that “Venus of Willendorf” with that
wool cap or hair pulled down to over her eyes and ears, that I can’t see or hear, I’m just trying to go through the
motions of my own life but the system is using me for its Armageddon and I’ve traced that to this “Consortium”
stemming from the presumed Autists’ meeting the “out of it” islanders I’m thinking were this old anonymous
“Jomon” culture that’d then spawned the Ainu culture and that that Ainu culture became today’s “ultra-orthodox”
phony religion/s, so to try to get across that this is too much already for the front page but there’s some sort of an
aspect where nobody even knows that this blogsite exists outside of some teeny group that is logged as being
followers, and that tha means that they receive a “feed” of whatever new posts only I put on here, which doesn’t
seem to count the new pages for the larger picture of all the background material to everything where there are
many subjects I haven’t even gotten to yet that come into all this that adds up to that TPE is being created off of
this lifetime-torture to me and, with that new film out I could put two and two togetether and, realize that they’d
used Victoria/Queen Victoria the same way and then I’ve been saying that they’d used Florence Sabin the same
way as me so that that’s nearly 200 years of using us as a “foil” strategy, getting across to anyone how bad that is,
how bad the real situation is, hasn’t worked so far, the parasitism on me seems only worse and I have to try to
“hold back” those monster-dogs from devouring the world through me as much as I can, trying to recall all these
different points that should go in this file and knowing I won’t be able to. A major one is how “the Program,” this
“Armageddon Show-Program,” with all the internal and external cast and crew and world of extras to call upon to
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be used against my trying to get out of this Armageddon Program, had sort of prodded me awake and I’m
suspicious of everything anymore and started trying to figure why the system wanted me to open, try to, this bank
account on, 11/7, what would be the “catch” to that that the system was favoring me being able to get up a little too
early so that I’d have been able to get that done and over with today when generally they just put obstacles in my
path toward anything positive, so I was trying to figure why 11/7 was okay with the system and what difference
11/8 might make or such ridiculous-seeming things, but that’s how the system works, on all these made-up rituals
of invisible- and unimportant just anything things, and it occurred to me that “seven” is similar to “severn” and
severn is similar to sever and that that’s what “lucky seven” is really about, that the brain-eaters love the word
sever. “Severn” is the name of some river on this side of England, like leads into some old pirate-shipping way
they’ve been running their “food industry.” Crowley was born near there and of course I don’t have any idea all
what but I do know that the system seemed too okay with me getting up and going to the bank and that I’m not
prepared for the whirlwind that they then use to “wrest” any cash from me so I don’t have anything, am going to
try to pull together some of this unconnected-to-anything sounding business about the Jomon and the Sung
dynasty and then of course the “ultras” and I don’t know all what else, I try to make notes, that “Secret Chiefs”
business, the use of dungeons for holding people in that I guess became the “wells,” — I have to try to pin down
who that is in that sculpture on the Hahnemann Memorial or Monument, because I think that that’s when they
got the idea to make money off of decomposing people, that it stemmed off of whoever that character is, detail that
I’d put on the sidebar here, with Hahnemann’s finger like pointing to up his nose or what, that he was from the
Jomon people and became the people like Edwin Drake of the petroleum industry and they’d heavily lived off of
this “magic” parasitism onto Florence Sabin for instance and then onto the same patters to and off of me, trying to
trace so I can explain that this system is all “bluff” living off of the natural resources the planet had come with
until there aren’t any left, but notice that I’m still totally alone without anything like any responsibly-behaving
adult’s being anywhere near around me, that none of these few followers or anyone from the car-hit industry off of
that hoax or my many years of hand-carrrying and mailing letters to people around here has come up with anyone
I can even vent about any of this to or seek advice or do anything off of as a sounding board for any of all this, I’m
just alone walking in the gutters here all the time and I know from all these years of experience that they’re going
to go Allen Ginsberg-style “ape-s***” that I’d have a few dollars for myself after I do this trip to try to open a bank
account and I’ll be alone with all that and trying to cope and this is barely a personal thing, that it’s really how
these obscure people have created a “machine-like” way of taking over the earth for themselves, by staying high
underground and mass-reproducing themselves and “clawing-in” ordinary people for repeating the cycle. I can’t
leave this on the front page but want to put some sort of a please continue reading this because I can’t warn
adequately enough that a consortium of developmentally disabled peoples is stealing the planet all the time and
doing so off of going after anyone attracted to the idea of assisting little me in getting us all safely out from that.
Etc.

the cataclysm time, with the Siberian avalanches that buried the mammoths; I think that that, the planet’s whole
shifting in order either to try to save the lives of the lost group from freezing into death or to try to warm them up
to get out of the Arctic so that they’d quit the sadistic cannibalism, had caused havoc with other groups of early
people, driving a set indoors that now I’m calling the “Neanderthals” that had met up with the Autists later and
causing this other, the Jomon, group to be isolated off on an island/s, that both those groups and the Autists were
cut off from the “mainstream” of humans developing in warm climates. Two or all 3 of these proposed groups
became hostile at nature for causing them to live in cold weather, that now using people, humans, for heat is
rationalized by their descendants as being fair in exchange for their ancestors’ having suffered in the cold, and the
“Moloch” underworldest types are likely waiting for the earth to be cleared of us others before they can have some
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nice normal climate for their own selves also. (Maybe Don’s Maps and nobody else would care to be involved with
any of my speculations, so I do try not to bother anyone but I’m also trying to prevent their WWIII/Armageddon
now so I have to mention these aspects.) (Jomon pottery/Venus Dolni Vestonice’s cord marks)

Věstonická Venus at MaMammoth
Hunters exhibition at the National
Museum in Prague. Photo: Petr
Novák, Wikipedia, Guidance: Danny
B. Permission: As they reached the
Summit, he said: “Thou shall take this
Snapshot and use it according to the
Code of License, and let your people
flourish all around the world.’ They
brought the Snapshot to their homes
and there was much rejoicing. This
file is licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5
Generic license.– This is from

Donsmaps.com. I bring it up because my thinking on the Jomon is influenced by that I’d read that this Venus has
rope/cord marks. I think that that might be how that deep indentation at the top of her/its legs was made, maybe.
Way back then, me without internet anything, only old books, the info on the Jomon was limited to mention and
maybe illustration of cord- or rope-made design motif on limited pottery examples. I go looking now and the
examples are real fancy and there isn’t any mention of cord-marks on this first kiln-fired pottery example,
allegedly from way back long ago, 26,000 b.c. or some such, but I’ve started to think it’s from crude slightly-pre-
Armageddon-threat examples, of how to catch women, and notice of course, at this late date one could notice that
that big crack over her right hip is more likely to represent or be a “fetish” for getting hold of the ovary/-ies under
that area. Here Don wrote:

It should be noted that the figure has four holes in the top of the head.
These were presumably to hold something, possibly herbs or flowers.  

The top of the head of the Dolni Vestonice venus.

(The holes are relatively shallow, and were put in, obviously, at
the time of manufacture, before firing in the kiln. They may
have been meant to secure something like pitch or resin or birch
bark glue, so that other objects could be stuck to the head of the
figurine, such as herbs or flowers, or perhaps to keep an item of
headwear in place, a hat or a wig – Don ) Photo:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/images/v2/homepage-
carousel/ice-age-art.jpg

It’s my concept that the Jomon/then-“Khazars” had made that for like a hunting-help gift “fetish” for their Autist
friend/s, with a fingerprint on the back of the figurine that’s said to be from a small person but I figure it’s a small-
sized Autist’s. And that those holes on the top of the head might be for some “magic” purpose of manipulating her

http://donsmaps.com/images28/topofheaddolnivenus.jpg
http://www.britishmuseum.org/images/v2/homepage-carousel/ice-age-art.jpg
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arms and legs while watching her through some new-fangled crystal ball-making attempt or some such, as the
developmentally disabled peoples were finding their own ways of learning how to hunt both for food and for that
delight of togetherness. Then it gets to the 20th century where little Willendorf-type me is “invisibly/unprovably”
accused to being jealous of the Dolni Vestonice type of ladies, women, and I’m just noticing today that I’d looked
up the “ultra orthodox” type-figurehead in a library book and they/he really do/does look like the then-later
“Ainu” type, like from the cover of that book I’ll be trying to get a copy of, that “People From the Sky; Ainu tales
from northern Japan,” 1974 book by Frances Carpenter and illustrated by Betty Fraser, that the type like the guy
on the cover of that I nickname “the Destroyer,” that all my things seem to fall apart if I happen to notice someone
that looks like that’s being around me, and now today I found this book on that figurehead and he even seems to
have been a whole stereotype, as this “invisible warfare” has long been going on.

T’ang, 618-907 ce

(“five dynasties and ten kingdoms period)

Song began 960 A.D.

11/8, i got the b of a acct opened at least. tomorrow i have to try to do something about some horrible medical-
trick the system scam-runs on me. i keep forgetting to mention about peter/pyotr deriabin, that he was a defector
— in fact i did put one of his bookcovers that’s a problem connected to my invisible-torture, up here once and will
have to look at it but have only got a few minutes now and am feeling inhibited because yesterday i began to see
the big connection from the (anonymous, unknown before but yesterday i read that they’ve got some whole
specific dna-tracked medical syndrome somehow,) Jomon people to everything; very very similar to my feeling of
inhibition right now, but I should leave this library now anyway because today’s like the first cold day out here and
it’s “insane,” the system, its obsession with weather. i guess it comes from their being longlost in cold weather
with those 3 various groups. As far as I can tell there’s only really about 4 “races” of people and then the one big
hybrid-set that I’ve noticed that I call the “Babar boys” and just learned yesterday that, as Ainu, they’re directly
connected to all this, etc.

1- the “normal people”

2- the Autists

3- their “Neanderthal” buddies

4- the Jomon culture

then the hybrid-set that I’ve been referring to as the Babars but turn out to be the Ainu. I’ll leave for the day now
because of the inhibiting factor but because it’s cold-cold i should get started anyway.

— The Jomon-Frankenstein Culture We’re In —
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The Turk/Man In Oriental Costume, NGA,
gallery 48, by Govaert Flinck, Rembrandt

school

(11/917,) my finding now is that the figure in this portrait I standardly use to describe where this invisible-
unprovable and “magic” Armageddon-making Program off of me seems to come from was of this anonymous old
Jomon culture, becoming involved with the posited Autists invading from the longlost eons in the New World, and
probably those’s “Neanderthal” -buddies, with the Jomon then invading south from the Arctic seas with the
“method” of growing people from disembodied ovaries that they’ve now populated the earth by. It’s been like 2
days of the invisible-warfare off of me, starting with one of the bizarre ritual-scenes by a “regular character” that
seems to be a female descended-offspring “growth” from this small-sized type of the Jomon-Frankensteins:

(left side detail from the Andreas Mantegna
“Parnassus”)

I didn’t let it get me upset and I got around and opened the bank account for the ssfund and then recorded the few
notes, about the “inhibited” situation, and went to the shelter and set the alarm and went to sleep but this
invisible-torture woke me and did this what I call insomnia-torture that serves to make my next day lousy and I
didn’t hear the alarm and then the standard toilet-circus and such went on and got so bad that it seemed there
might be a better way to try to get around this “medical-trick” I’d mentioned yesterday that I had to see about
today, and instead I went and brought the bank form to the new ss office and then there’s been this unreal-like
tour of this “Gottingen-like” L’Enfant Plaza area and I got to this branch library and the book I’m looking for is
checked out, so next I’ll proceed back to the shelter again. I’ll be calling the welfare/food stamp office to see if
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they’re open since tomorrow’s likely a holiday for them but I have to stop there soon to let them record that I’m
now getting the monthly ss income, and I’ll check which day it is that maybe I could see about this “medical-trick,”
that I think it’s either Friday or Monday or maybe Tuesday that might be less-complicated, as these “Jomon” did
the standard trick of putting on the “invisible Show/Program” for the underworld that I can never prove about
around me trying to get this prescription refilled for this phony “blackmail medicine” I call it that I take just
because they don’t hurt me as much as long as I’m taking some sort of medicine — this is getting a little
complicated only because I’m a little thirsty, ran out of water, because of all the other micro-logistics, and there’s
some other “trick” going on. It’s been a real bad 2 days of this; it’s how the Armageddon-making’s been being done
all these years every day though so I would like to get my little notes on it because it’s how these “Jomon” are
really bringing the earth to death off of bothering little me, having killed off everyone else I guess so that I’ll all
that’s left as a useful “show” victim to gimmick off of. After the lousy morning from the trick of causing me loss of
sleep the shuttle-bus got to the daytime shelter and there were so many of these “show” ritual tricks outside of it
that I couldn’t put myself through meeting this new doctor they have that goes around to 3 of these places for
homeless people and trying to explain my situation to him and that I’m only looking for a (month’s) refill on this
medicine called “Spiriva” that doesn’t actually do me any good but keeps the underworld from pulling too hard on
the “invisible/hallucino- ropes” they’ve created and have all over my torso’s diaphragm-area, it sounds crazy to try
to describe even a little bit of this stuff. The medicine doesn’t help me, it only keeps the system back from hurting
me worse and they’ve been hurting me worse because it’s been near run out for about a week now, me trying to
stretch out the last few of these pills that you put into a little pill-crusher and then breathe the powder into your
lungs. I don’t like taking things that don’t actually do me any good but they’d have me on 5 or 6 of these types of
things and so I got the system to be satisfied with just the one type of this respiratory “medicine” and I call it a
“pyschosomatic” medicine, the underworld’s psyche and my soma, my body that they’re doing this to and will let
up on a little if I take this stuff, same as the prophylactic Loratadine I take so they don’t give me that slug-
pneumonia, I take the 2 medicines every day so the system doesn’t make me sick and the one has run out while
I’m preoccupied trying to get the “ssfund,” the social security business, taken care of, so the system always
calculates and when they see they have me having to be anywhere or do anything on a certain deadline or another
they become like vicious about their advantage over me and today was the only day I could see the doctor so they
figured I’d be forced to endure their secret underworld “show” off of me and pressed the advantage too much and
it occurred to me that the doctor goes to another place I could meet him at, because I have all these micro-
Armageddon-logistics I’m always having to juggle in my mind, like today’s place is the place I’ve been having
difficulties from since the first weekend in 2001 for instance, things like that that nobody but me and probably the
system knows about, that it’s more or less like they’ve been keeping me under wraps from that location as how this
Armageddon has been being sneak-perpetrated since that small-seeming incident-set way back then where the
place had lost me my workshoes and some big poster-like illustration I had of this book of Revelation business,
and they’d gotten me or let me had have it happen that I’d been gotten to be ill with the slug-pneumonia, that I’ve
been like a wreck ever since that beginning of the millennium because of today’s particular place, that I’m alone
with. When this Spiriva’s prescription ran out the system began tightening its hold around my torso-diaphragm-
area, that it generally feels like in this illustration below, where it’s as the small lady is hauling forward that big
float of the males to the Capitol building:
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(the Columbus Memorial, Lorado
Taft, Union Station)

That’s how it feels on the everyday basis so that if I don’t take the phony medicine then they “spite” me, whoever
anonymously is doing all this of the invisible-torture world business to me, they pull harder on the hallucino-ropes
around my upper-rib area, so that I can barely walk. I took the last inhale-pill yesterday and was doing okay and
only needing a refill but he’s a new doctor and can’t really give me a refill that simply and really the place is how
the system’s been keeping tabs on me all these years to make sure this all stays like a secret. No matter what I do
out here has little bearing on what the underworld “show” exhibition of myself does, they just do whatever they
can get away with, consistently, and there were all these fraud-parent types around the new entrance to the place
and the system succeeded in scaring me away but it does turn out that it was best that I got to the ss office because
they are closed tomorrow, only nobody would ever believe what I go through from underneath all this torture just
to walk from one place to another, on and on like Allen Ginsberg raging all over my head to the traffic-noise
accompaniament and I had to walk from 14th and N Streets, NW to 14th and D Streets, SW and then over to 4th
and K Sts., SW here, like a death-circus past the new black-history museum and Washington Monument and
Engraving and Holocaust and finally almost got to the new ss office and someone played one of the cheap little
tricks to get me offset and I got the little errand done but then the noise of the “engine” that runs the development
at the L’Enfant Plaza could kill a weakened person and there was all the psychological torture of these people that
look like me all the time on my path, and then I had to detour to the Safeway before coming into here and now I’m
not positive which is the best route to get back to the shelter by since I usually walk but it’s like a killer-walk so
now that I’ve got a little relief — oh, the whole transportation subject: vulcan of the apotheosis

https://universerescuekathyfoshaywordpresscom.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/vulcan-of-the-apotheosis.pdf
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detail of Vulcan, from the ceiling
painting of the Capitol dome, the

Apotheosis of Washington, by
Constantine Brumidi, circa 1863

That’s also a picture of what I’m figuring was the Prehistory “Jomon” culture on Japan, and they set up all the
railroads after all the sea-roaming and then the sky-takeover. Henry Ford must have been some big friend of
theirs but I can’t figure how the specifics worked, just that in their Huxley’s “Brave New World” novel they have
Ford referred to as being their Lord over their Brave New World.

Tzemachtzedek2.jpg, English: Rabbi en:Menachem Mendel Schneersohn, the Tzemach Tzedek, the Third Rabbi
of Lubavitch. The seventh Lubavitcher Rebbe was named similarly: en:Menachem Mendel Schneerson (without
an “h” in his surname.) Dated, before 1866, Source, http://www.chabadlibrary.org/exhibit/sample2.pdf

Then in real life I’m supposed to explain how it is that I’m more or less what’s referred to as being the long-
awaited “Messiah” so the suffering of God’s people will be taken care of for themselves, and meet some new doctor
over this ridiculous must-have phony prescription going on out here in TPE-headed “reel” life, as this’s been
becoming increasingly clear as I’d finally found a book on the recently-passed, 1994, rebbe. Then I looked up the
author of that 1967 novel, “The Chosen,” and Chaim Potok is another one of these that look write and look like
Allen Ginsberg and Vulcan and the Man In Oriental Costume, that I’m long trying to explain were likely
“discovered” on Japan by the Autist-Neanderthal buddies, that the situation is alot like the sitcom Gilligan’s
Island. -30-

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f2/Tzemachtzedek2.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f2/Tzemachtzedek2.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menachem_Mendel_Schneersohn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menachem_Mendel_Schneerson
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The “God” character from the “Ghent
Altarpiece/Adoration of the Mystic Lamb”

multi-panel 1432 painted-set,

but I think now they say that that’s the Jesus Christ figure, with the Virgin Mary to our left and John the Baptist
on our right, but originally he was called the God figure. Then in the 1960s Allen Ginsberg had done some “phase”
of calling himself God and I believe it’s connected to this belief in a mortal God, some chosen God, elected or
assigned to the task.

11/10, Again I can’t find the book I’d gone to a library branch for.

 (set from Dreamstime.com)

(Valley of Pigeons)

from BrilliantMaps.com:

The Underground City of Derinkuyu Could Shelter As Many As 20,000 People & Reached A
Depth of 60m
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September 25, 2016 0 Comments

Map created by Stuart Jackson-Carter

The cutaway map above shows part of the underground city of Derinkuyu as it would have appeared at its peak
during the Byzantine era.

The city is the largest of of over 200 underground cities discovered so far in Cappadocia, Turkey.

The city itself extended to a depth of 60m (200 ft) and is believed to have sheltered up to 20,000 people, along
with livestock and additional food stores.

Amazingly, the tunnels were only fully abandoned in 1923, when the Christian inhabitants of Turkey were forcibly
exchanged with Muslims living in Greece.

The tunnels were then only rediscovered in 1963, and opened to tourists in 1969, with around half the city
currently accessible to the public (see nearby hotels).

Reddit user wildeastmofo, who posted the map, elaborates that the:

Caves may have been built initially in the soft volcanic rock of the Cappadocia region by the
Phrygians, an Indo-European people, in the 8th–7th centuries B.C., according to the Turkish
Department of Culture.

When the Phrygian language died out in Roman times, replaced with its close relative, the Greek
language, the inhabitants, now Christian, expanded their underground caverns adding the chapels
and Greek inscriptions.

http://brilliantmaps.com/derinkuyu/#disqus_thread
http://i.imgur.com/6ZOGBHB.jpg
http://www.sjcillustration.com/cappadocia.html
https://www.hotelscombined.com/Place/Derinkuyu_Underground_City.htm?a_aid=9155
https://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/52qf7t/the_underground_city_of_derinkuyu_reaches_a_depth/d7mcccq
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The city at Derinkuyu was fully formed in the Byzantine era, when it was heavily used as
protection from Muslim Arabs during the Arab–Byzantine wars (780-1180).

It was at this time that most of the chapels and Greek inscriptions were added. The city was
connected with other underground cities through miles of tunnels.

Some artefacts discovered in these underground settlements belong to the Middle Byzantine
Period, between the 5th and the 10th centuries A.D.

These cities continued to be used by the Christian natives as protection from the Mongolian
incursions of Timur in the 14th century.

After the region fell to the Ottomans, the cities were used as refuges from the Turkish Muslim
rulers. As late as the 20th century the locals, called Cappadocian Greeks, were still using the
underground cities to escape periodic waves of Ottoman persecution.

R. M. Dawkins, a Cambridge linguist who conducted research on the Cappodocian Greek natives
in the area from 1909-1911, recorded that in 1909, “when the news came of the recent massacres at
Adana, a great part of the population at Axo took refuge in these underground chambers, and for
some nights did not venture to sleep above ground.”

When the Christian inhabitants of the region were expelled in 1923 in the population exchange
between Greece and Turkey the tunnels were abandoned.

The tunnels were rediscovered in 1963, after a resident of the area found a mysterious
room behind a wall in his home. Further digging revealed access to the tunnel network.

The underground city at Derinkuyu could be closed from the inside with large stone doors. Each
floor could be closed off separately.

The city could accommodate as many as 20,000 people and had all the usual amenities found in
other underground complexes across Cappadocia, such as wine and oil presses, stables, cellars,
storage rooms, refectories, and chapels.

Unique to the Derinkuyu complex and located on the second floor is a spacious room with a barrel
vaulted ceiling. It has been reported that this room was used as a religious school and the rooms to
the left were studies.

Between the third and fourth levels is a vertical staircase. This passageway leads to a cruciform
church on the lowest (fifth) level.

The large 55 m (180 foot) ventilation shaft appears to have been used as a well. The shaft also
provided water to both the villagers above and, if the outside world was not accessible, to those in
hiding.
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And, if you’re wondering about how they got rid of all human waste 20,000 would produce, the answer is that they
stored it in pots and then dumped it on the surface whenever they could.

— back to me, UniverseRescue -attempt, that that’s what the book I’d come here looking about seemed to have
been based on, the rise of the explosives industry off of “saltpeter” that forms on dried waste, but I’d thought it
would be easy to find here and I’m not sure if I’d even scratched the title, author or call number down, just that it’s
the big subject since noticing the Hahnemann Memorial/Monument’s back side, that I didn’t take any photos of,
because it’s like only a vague affected impression one might get, isn’t made clear. This system is so difficult to
trace.

I think there’s a connection from the Jomon to Cappadocia to this guy pictured here to the “chemistry” of making
things, especially gunpowder, from the dried excrement say as at Cappadocia that they got rid of outside, to all the
underground and nuclear then business. It’s so slow for me to do things now because of the weather change
though and I’d made a huge effort to get here to see this book and I can’t find any sign that it’s a book from this
branch or maybe even that it exists, a big setback for me. I don’t know what’s wrong with them but they do this
Armageddon world-takeover off of tiny me and thereby I’m aware that there isn’t any future in this direction we’re
in, it’s only difficult for me to “corral” all the various points and then lay them out in a succinct way so that this is
made “easy to understand” as though that would assist. They, along with who- and however,” learned to fertilize
ovae outside of bodies and “grow” people and they work on a nepotism-world basis and ignore people not in that
system. I don’t know if they maybe despise “nature God” or what the deal is. I have to start scurrying back to catch
the bus to catch the bus to back to the shelter and hope no new difficulties arise. -30-

— add that this “Armageddon Show/Program” started in Brooklyn, Coney Island. add that people can’t really have
children that are really their own (anyway) because the autists have anything that’s nice destroyed (steal babies
and bash their heads in still one way or another.) add about all that desertification, add the Botany bit again, the
beach “bully” example, fritz haber, ck chabad-lub, relation of Charles the bold line and the g. altarpiece.

http://oldfartsonabike.blogspot.co.uk/2012/06/derinkuyu-underground-city.html
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About kathyfoshay
I'm all alone with the real end of the world and always looking for assistance and no one's ever contacted me from the hundreds
of letters I'd sent while at the big homeless shelter, 2nd and D Streets, NW, as though anyone that tries to contact me gets
disappeared, my life used as a LURE-gimmick that goes to how that Armageddon prophecy in that book of Revelation has been
being snuck-through, and this is sort of the bottom of the barrel of ideas for trying to find assistance, thinking I could get all my
various writings on this in one place that letter-recipients could then look up if they're interested. That means I'd have to see if I
can send my emails to here, how to do that. Wordpress said there is a way but it entails that spam would also get the email
address. My time for now it up I guess. Working in this sitting position isn't healthy for me but I've always got to be doing
something toward trying to get hold of someone to help me. It's like I'm a microcosm of the Earth or the human race and if
someone could help me out of this torture then that'd be a start on trying to get the whole Earth out of this. 5/1/17, still all this,
etc., same situation.
View all posts by kathyfoshay →
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